
2021-2022 COVID-19 PLAN SNAPSHOT
-Has some “Covid Keepers”, some transitions to traditional practices

-will be �uid and adaptable according to current guidelines and
situations

-keeps the safety of the students, as well as the continuation of
education in mind

-5 day a week, IN PERSON learning

FACE COVERINGS

REQUIRED

-all students will
need 1 or 2 to be

kept at school for
working in close

proximity

COVID KEEPERS

-increased hand and
surface

washing/sanitization

-water bottles with
filling stations

-mindful of
distancing, sharing
of supplies, masking

when in groups

HEALTH CHECKS

-responsibility of
each family

-no one ill will be
permitted to attend

work/school

-use best judgement
when evaluating

symptoms

POSITIVE/POSSIBLE
CASES

-Lorain County
Public Health is our
support agency in

regards to all things
COVID

-rules for exposure
in a K-12 setting
di�ers from the
general public

RETURNING TO
SCHOOL

Non-Covid Illness= 24
hours fever free

without medicine
and symptoms

improving

Covid Illness= varies
based on case, can
range from 7-10 days

OTHER INFORMATION:
-Breakfast and lunch are free for all students!

-Will eat in the cafeteria with extra tables available for spacing.
-Visitors will be permitted as long as there isn’t a high rate of spread.
-Volunteer opportunities will be available as the year gets underway.

-Cart outside Door A is available for quick drops o�, etc.
-Field trips will be evaluated on a case by case basis.

-Extra curriculars are returning in September- more to come!
-Extended Day will be in full operation.

-Students will attend 9 a.m Mass on Fridays as a whole school!
-DRESS CODE is back to NORMAL- dress code standard socks and

sweatshirts!

If you aren’t already on the REMIND text alert list: Text
@sjsparent to the number 81010.

School starts on Monday, August 30th for grades 1-8 and K with
last names A-L. K last names M-Z start on 8/31!

Back to School Walk Thru- Sunday, August 29th 12p-1p. Masks encouraged.




